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1.
In Wilczynski's Projective differential geometry of curves and ruled
surfaces, the general theory of non-developable ruled surfaces in ordinary
space is put ioto relation with the theory of a system of two linear homo-
geneous differential equation of the second order. Id this paper the same
notion is extended to f ive-dijiensional space. It is shown that the projective
differential properties of every ruled surface in five dimensions, which
does not belong to a certain exceptional class, can be obtained by studying
a system of two linear homogeneous differential equations of the third order
The author takes pleasure in acknowledging his indebtedness to Professor
Wilczjrnski for helpful advice and general guidance in the preparation of
this paper.
1. Transformations of the general system.
Let us consider the system of near homogeneous differential
equations
y , T
Hl 9 tm\ - . Jfi -
where
\ - & >
and where Vikt are functions of the independent variable x. Wilczynski
*
has shown that the most general point transf ofmation which converts this sys
tern into another of the same form is given by the equations
(1) yJ-> j£ £ (?) Pik/ if • . ( *- 1,2,... n),
(2) yk
=
A=l
a kX (-^A * *= f (5) , (k = l,2,...n) ,
* Wilciyoski, Project tv&tiifferential geometry of curves and ruled
surfaces, Chap. I.
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where and * are arbitrary functions of E, and where the determinant
| I , (k, A = 1,2, . . ,n) ,
i
does not vanish identically.
A function of the coefficients of U) and of theff* derivatives which
-
has the same value for (1 ) as for any system derived from (1) by transfpr-
nations of the form (2) is called an absolute invariant. If the function
contains also the dependent variables and their derivative* / it is called
a covariant . Functions which remain invariant under all transformations
of the form (2) for which the independent variable remains unaltered, so
that only the dependent variables are transformed, are called seminvariants
anc* semi-covar iant s.
The transformations (2) form an infinite continuous group; which,
according to Lie's terminology, is defined by differential equations. Lie*
has shown that the invariants of such a group may always be determined as
I
the solutions of a complete system of partial differential equations which
is obtained by equating to zero the symbol of the most general infinitesi-
mal transformation of the group.
These same considerations apply to the transformations
n
|
(3) y k = Al1
«
kA<5)nX
of the dependent variables alone. The^orm a subgroup of the infinite grou]:
defined by (2).
The transformation (3) converts equations (1) into a new system whose
coefficients n^^, are expressed in terms of the old coefficients by means of
;
the equations**
* Lie, Mathematische Annalen, vol . 2^.
**Wilczynski, loc. cit., p. 93. The difference between our formula (4)
and that of wilczynski arises from the change of notation involved in intro-
ducing binomial coefficients in (1).
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(4) in,,, . j> 4U "l^^ Pi,.,,.,
(A,/r a 1,2,...d; C,l,...B-l),
where /4^x is the minor of tx^ in the determinant
A = loci*! , "1,3, •
The most generai^iransfSrmation' f the form (3) will be obtained by
Dutting
a ii
~ l +?ii(^)ot, a ik = <p ik (x)6t, (i 4 k, i,k = 1,2,..q),
where 6t is an infinitesimal and qp^ is an arbitrary function of x. If we
substitute these values of a ik in (4) and denote the infinitesimal differ*"
ence n
x^j/ 'PX/V °y bpXf*^ * we find for the infinitesimal transformations
of pk„„
(m-i/)
(y« 1,2, ..n; V* C,l,...m-1).
The infinitesimal transformations of the derivatives of p^^can be
obtained directly from these equations by differentiation.
2. Calculation of the seminvariants for m = 3, n=2.
Let us now confine ourselves to the special case of a system of two
linear homogeneous differential equations of the third order. We shall
assume the equations to be written in the form
y"" +3p 11 y H +3p 18 z'*f3q xl y' +3q l8 z' +r tl y + r 18 z =0,
(A)V
z
m
+3p sl y" +3p88 z" +3q 81 y' +3q 2 *z' +r tl y +r 88 z = C.
By comparing these equations with the general equations (1), we see that
we have put
p X/r2
=
PA/< » PX/rl
=
9A/« PX/<0
= r A/*-
The general equations (5) give foT the infinitesimal transformations f the

4.
coefficients of (A) the results
2
5 2
We Khali proceed immediately to the calculation of the seminvariatts of
the system (A). Let f be any seminvariant depending only on the arguments
p X/<» Pty«» ^X^** ^ ne infinitesimal transformation^of the dependent variables
give to f the increment
This expression must vanish for all values of the arbitrary functions?
_
,
cp'
,
and Consequently the coefficients of these functions, whento to
equated to zero, give a system of partial differential equations of which
f must be a solution. Moreovef, Lie's theory of infinite groups tells us
that this is a complete system, and that any solution of it is a seminvar-
iant .
Writing out this system we find
It contains twelve variables and twelve equations, but only ten of the
equations are independent. One relation between them is evident. For,
the left member of the equation of (7) (e| obtained by putting r = s - 1
is, except for its sign, the same as that obtained by putting r = s = 2.
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This relation is especially important as it persists in the equations for
the seminvariants containing higher derivatives of p^, q^,, r^,, The
second relation between equations(7) does not so persist.
The general theory of partial differential equations tells us that the
system (7) has two independent solutions
.
We shall proceed to find them.
Equations (a) evidently have the four solutions
p'
- q
'rs ^rs •
Equations (b ) show that p^ g - q rs and prs can occur only in the four combi-
nations
2
(8) uik = p{ k - q ik + ,lx PiJ Pjk ,
(i, k = 1,2 ) .
Finally, equations (c) are found to have the two independent solutions
(9) I - u tt * u 88 , J = uu u 2r u lB u 21 .
These are the two seminvariants involving only t|se arguments p rs> p^ s , q rs .
Let us next find the seminvariants involving also p|L
s , q^ s , rrs .
The system of differential equations for these seminvariants contains 24
variables and 16 equations. Only 15 of the equations are independent as
there is a relation here similar to tjje first one in the preeeeding case.
The second relation does not persist. Therefore, there are just 9 independ-
ent seminvariants in this case.
By the method employed above we find that twelve of the equations are
satisfied by the independent quantities
2
u ik> v ik
= u ik
+ ( Pi.j u jk - Pjk u i.j
^
2
(10) t ik = p? k - 3q| k 2r ik- S (PijPj k -3pj kp|j 2pj kqij
(i, k = 1, 2).
"3p
i.j
ujk-Pjk u i.j ) >
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The remaining three independent equations are satisfied by the following
nine combinations of the quantities (10)
I = u lx + u 22 , J ~ ut i« 22 -u la u 81 ,
r= v tl v 22 , G = vttv a8-v la v 21 ,
H= tn + t| 8 . K = ttit 82 -t 12 t 2 i,
(11)
J' = UttVss + U a2 Vn-U l2 V 2 i-U 2 tV l2 ,
L = Uitt 82 + u22 tii-ula t fil-u 2 itt 2 ,
M = Vittit+Vfigtu-Vtitgt-Vstti*.
That these nine seminvariants are independent is easily seen if we put
Pik
=
^ anc* not i- s that the functional determinant
iLi&dd^M^l =32r al (qi.r^-qi ,r. ,
)
u^trf?2iq a 'ijiQisq 8i r n ri 2 )
Qn~q22»Qi8»qai
q»'i~q2?»qts>qst
r
1
1~ r s 2 ,ri s ,r 2 i
does not vanish identically.
In order to determine the seminvariants^ the further variables p£'
s ,q£ s
r
'rs'
we mus
'
t s °lve a system of differential equations containing four
more equations and twelve more variables than the system in the preceeding
case. The one relation betwoen the equations maintains itself, so that
we have just eight new^eminvariants . Seven of these are I M ,J n ,G , ,H , ,K',
L',M'. We shall find the eighth without actually integrating the equations
The quantities u^, v^^, t^ are cogredient under a transforation of the
dependent variables. This fact is made evident by the infinitesimal trans-
formations of these quantities
r

Now we have found in (11) that certain combinations of the u-^s&nd the
P iks are seminvariants. If we replace u ik
by v ik or by t ik in tnese
combinations, we must still have seminvariants . In particular, let us
form the quantities w^ from the v^ k s in the same way that the latter are
formed from the uik s » s0 tnat we nave
2
< 13 > "ik
= v
'ik
+ jl1 ( Pij
v
.3k-Pjkv ij>-
Then the combination
(14) N = WnW 2C-wi g w 8 i
is obtained by replacing by vik in G and is, therefore, a seminvariant,
That it is independent of the seminvariants (11) and these first derivatives
can be proved in the same way that the seminvariants (11) were proved
independent
.
We have now found 17 independent seminvariants involving only P^P^
pik ,pik ,q ik ,q ik ,q ik' ik' ik * Any other seminvariant depending on these
quantities alone must be expressible in terms of the seminvariants which
we have found.
The system of equations for the seminvariants involving also the next
higher derivatives of p^ k , q ik ,r^ k contains four more independent equations
and twelve more variables than the system in the last case. Therefore,
there are eight more seminvariants. These are evidently the next higher
derivatives of I, J,G,H,K,L,M,N. If we proceed in this way, we find that
all the seminvariants of the system (A) are functions of I^J,G t B f i,t t M 9 K
and of their derivatives.
Let us write the transformation (3) of the dependent variables in the
form
y = ay>8z, z = yy +02, oc5-6y = A.

8.
If we make this transformation and denote the coefficients of the new
system b ypiic»^ik'^ik' we find
Ap 18 * B'6-.6'8 + p 1166+p la 6
2
-p 8 i^
2
-pa868,(15)
(16)
Aqu = a"5-y"8 +2Pll ot *6+2p18Y '&-2p 81 <x 'S^p^'a
+ q tl <x 6+ q la y 6- q 2l a 3- q 22y 3,
Aq 12 = 8"6-6"8 +2pi l8'6+2p 18 6
, 5-2p 81 8
, 6-2p 82 5
, 3
+ q tl 3 6+ q 18 5
2
- q 8t 3
2
- q 28 6 8,
Ar lt = a
m 6-Y
w
o +3 Pl 1a"5+3p l 2 Y"6-3p 2l a"6-3p 28 Y"S
+3qna f 6+3q 12Y'S-3q 81 a '8-3q 28 Y '3
+ riiOt 5+ r 12 Y 6- r 2 i<* 8- r 8J? Y 3,
(17 ) 4r 12 = 3
m 6-6 m 8+3 Pti8"6+3p 12 6
H6-3p 2 ^"S-Spg 8 6"8
+3q ll8'6+3q 18 6 '5-3q 81 3 '8-3q 28 6'B
+ ruB 6+ r t2 5 2 - r 8l 3 2 - r 88 6 8 .
The values of p 81 and p 88 can be obtained from the values of p t2 and p t i
respectively by interchanging simultaneously the quantities a and 5, 8 and
Y, and the subscripts 1 and 2. By the same changes we can derive q 8 i and
q 22 and "r t s and ~r 88 from (16) and (17).
Ffom these equations and equations (8) we find
Since v^ k , ^ik» w ik are cogredient with u^> the equations for Vj /7 ,t^> w ik
are of the same form as (18).
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3, Qalculation of the invariants .
Evidently the invariants of system (a) are such functions of the
seminvariants as remain unchanged after an arbitrany transformation
of the independent variable. Therefore, in order to calculate the
invariants it is necessary to find the effect of such a transformatm
on theseminvariants
,
/
If we make the transformation
and denote the coefficients of the new system by Pj^,^l±k> **ik> we ?i-n&
(19)
where
In these equations the expressions for p
;/
and p^ are of the same
i
form as the expressions for and J) respectively. The same is t
true for q t - and rt/( and is, therefore, true also for , vfc K , ,w6^
Consequently, we need to indicate only the'effect of the transforma-
tion on those quantities whose subscripts are // and m •
From (8) and the formula obtained by differentiating p t- with
respect to } we obtain
j
!
(20) &„
-fff LU„ + M/s.
- gya
I where
^ y_
JL
^
From (20) we find
(si) T =. jfa t %/<
zl
These equations give at once the relative invariant of weight 4,

10.
(22) ® v = Jr
2
-
From equations (10) we find
7/
and
(24) t,r- Tff t« > -
The last equations show at once that H and K are relative invariants
of weights 3 and 6 respectively. We shall denote them by (& and ^ .
Finally, from (13) we find
(25)
Zu-
t3k
-
SV* n).
In computing the invariants we shall need the infinitesimal trans-
formations of the quantities whose finite transformations we have
found. The most general infinitesimal transformation of the inde-
pendent variable is found by putting
(26) Hfcjz, x+ <Ptx)l-t , B(XJ = 4(V%t,
where ^(x) is an arbitrary function and St an infinitesimal. For
this value of 5 (x) we find
i = / a afo stj n = &"oo it, - stj /*'=
/"'^
-
-
- -
.
Substituting these values in (19) we have
(27) hp-. &(f+4fy,-2*'$„)St, hp** IVY'* -* *'t,jSt,
hA/c'K - - 3 M:k
From (20) we find
(28) s*„ = (%V-2#'H„)lt } 6tt„- -jcp'x^H,
whence
(29) &Z, (%4>m- J2 4>'JJ St, &T*(% <P"*~
%For the notion of weight, see Wilczynski, loc. cit.,p,106.
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Again, from (23),
(30) a Cp"K, ~3 (P'V„) St, S (OH- * -34>'i/,*}ht,
whence
(31)
Further
(32) — "? /D -A JT-A
so that
(33)
we have
ft
Amc / v i
- o>"h -s&'l )&t,
- ( 34 /p
fyy
// ~ j2 <v"L - & CM) St
Finally, from (25),
(34)
<}
( % & - 3 & u„ - J $ y„- +' 4sur,f )dt,
/ /ft '/ ~ ' »»
whence
(35) hN--
By applying the formula d / r f) ai' u *-
y
we can find the infinitesimal transformations of the derivatives of
the seminvariants . In particular, we have
We have found three invariants, ^,,^,and^,of weights 5, 4, and 6
respectively. V/e can easily find one of weight 5. We have
hiZJU - % <p'"/s - J~a> t/ .
From this expression and (33) we see at once that
(37) %- a X H'~ J I
is such an invariant.
In a similar manner we can obtaife an invariant of weight 10. V/e
have
* Wilczynski, loc. cit., p. 106.

18
-
.
h&l 'yAl) = _ jz T X-VT) - 4f& Xxt - J2J)
By the Elimination of <P from these equations we obtain the invariant
(38) &, § = (x z-vJ-J( -:r'
2
J ^^rr'-
-2<r7
2
The invariants which we have found thus far involve only the
quantities p^jP^, p"A , q^q^, . Let us now find all the inde-
pendent invariants depending on these quantities alone. Such invar-
iants must be functions of the seminvariants
(39) I,I f , J,
J
1
,G,H,K,L,M.
We can find the system of partial differential equations for the
invariants depending on the quantities (39) in the same way that we
have found the systems for the seminvariants. This system will be
found to contain 4 independent equations and has, therefore, five
solutions. Kence there are 6 such relative invariants. We have
found five and by integrating the equations we easily find another of
weight 10,
I
(40) S/6 .z (T'M -"2M)Cx-¥J-)-^M-j.L)^x-2.Kr
f
),
' Thus, we have found the following six relative invariants
!
(41) ®S/ % ®,o$,o.
That they are independent can be easily verified by considering them
in the above order and noticing that each contains a seminvariant not
in a proceeding one.
We can prove by direct substitution that
u, 2 l/f/2. ; 14x ,
(42) ttt - it z /
Vxi 1
is also an invariant. It depends on the same quantities as the
invariants (41) and therefore must be expressible in terms of them.
We shall find this expression later and we shall see that 0,1b not a
rational function of the invariants (41).
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We can easily find a number of invariants involving the next
higher derivatives of p. , q , , r- . The Jacobian of any two invar-
iants i^and f^is an invariant of weight/* + 2H-1 . By the Jacobian of
& and ^/ we mean the factor /* ©m ®p~ V®v ^ which occurs in the numer-
ator of the derivative of the absolute invariant . We have the%
following Jacobians
(43) //= 2 €>¥ ®'t -3©L ©V/
®/s ^ 2®v &', - S ®/0
From any invariant <§^we can always deduce another of weight 2m+2,
<^U/ - * ®^ ~ fr?" +0(&f'+ ^ *h*z:
which is called the quadriderivative" of ^ . In particular we have
(44) -_ 2 ®y &>v ~ 9(6£f+ ®£.
We have, further the invariant
similar to ^\ . If the invariants (41 ) , (43) , (44) , (45 ) are considered
in the proper order, it is easily seen that they are independent.
The system of differential equations for the invariants depending
on the seminvariants (39) and their first derivatives show&a that
there are just 13 independent relative invariants of this kind. We
have found all of them.
(45)
%ilczynski, loc. cit.,p. 112.
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4. The complete system of invariants .
Before proving that we have found a complete system of invariants,
it will be necessary to show how the system (A) can be transformed so
that it will have certain special properties. Let us make the trans-
formation
The system (a) goes into another of the same form whose terms in
and will vanish if (<7, / ) and (/^i) are chosen as two pairs of solu-
tions of the system of equations
(46)
-(^rs^rt.
Since Q. S-f3y=kOj (Q(,/)and (#£) must be two independent systems of
solutions. As two such systems always exist, the system (a) can
always be converted into another for which p^ =0. We shall call
this the s emi-canonical form of the system (A)
.
Let us now assume that the system iff given in its semi-canonical
form. The general transformation
converts it into a system which is also in the semi-canonical form
provided that
, ,
Thus d.fjy, $ must have the values y
cr r -y^ yp - -yr > J - r * i >
where a,b,c,d are : constants whose determinant ad - be does not vanish.
Therefore, the most general transform ' tion which leaves the semi-
canonical form invariant is given by :he equations
where I tx) is an arbitrary function and a,b,c,d are arbitrary constants.
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We can reduce the system (a) to another special form which will
be found very useful. Let us choose the coefficients of Q $
of the general transformation of the dependent variables in such a
(3 a
way that
-j- and-^r are the two root3 of the equation
(48)
-UjvX 2*-* (M„-lfZ2 )?( +- Z*/a - o.
Then equations (18) show that
Since ctS-fiY must not vanish, the roots of (48) must be distinct. This
rneangs that the transformation is not possible if
Ij4„- Wis) -* ^Us^Uj, - @v - 0.
In exactly the same way we can reduce the system (A) to another
for which
t/z - ~t2j - O j
if
Let us assume that system (a) has been reduced to a form for which
either u-g = u = or t,^= t2/ 3 0. Equations (18) , (SO) , and (24) show
that these conditions will be left invariant by, a transformation of
the form
where ^ , £ and i are arbitrary functions of x. After such a transfor-
mation has been made, the new system will have its coefficients p^
and p equal to zero if q and & satisfy the equations
±7.
y+ £ +4r S-0 m
By solving these equations we see that a system for which either a
u, = u = or t, = t = is converted into another having also
p = P^2 = "by the transformation

—ft - y *t j s J
where J is an arbitrary function and a and b are arbitrary constants
.
We can still select the arbitrary function } (x) so as to make any
of the non-vanishing invariants equal to unity. In particular, the
equation
shows that we shall have
&>v = (M„ - //^A /
^
if we put
We can^ easily find the expression for g% in terms of the invariants
(41). Let us assume that the system (A) has been transformed into
one for which
u — u =0. p , = n = 0, u, - u si*
A relation between the invariants will not be disturbed. Under these
conditions we have
Ay,
= lit,? - ta/
whence
In deducing this equation we have introduced ^= 1 in such a way as
to make the whole expression isobaric.
Let us now assume that the eight independent invariants
(49) £>S/ &Yj ^. ^ # ^ ^
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are given as functions of x. We shall show that a system of equatiori
of the form (A) having these invariants is determined uniquely except
for transformations of the form
Vr, fit, *~ S*.
For the present we shall assume that ®Y and @>/a are both different
from zero.
Suppose that
y
m
+3p y"+Sp/<2 z"+3q„ y
f
+3q^ s»+p// y+r^ z = 0,
(50)
z
m +3pv y"+3p^ z
w
+3q
;2/ y
t
+3q^2 z
, +r2/ y+r^ z = 0,
is a system whose coefficients are unknown "but whose invariants (49)
are the arbitrarily chosen functions of x. Since we are taking @>Y
different fr*om zero, we can transform (50) into a system satisfying
the conditions
(51) u = u = p =p =0.
Then the invariants (49 ) become
U„f((*/H -S^,X„
-fa,#„ + * fa,
®* = - fa, -
2
{ (*fa - 9fa, -fa^ * * .4,^ -*^
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These expressions together with the conditions (51) enable us to
express the coefficients of (50) in terms of the invariants (49).
Thus we find
P = , p _^ = ,
48q
//
=
!f*i/2 ®'<>- - ?(e>J]-2«z^
(53 ) ^
^2
4r
4r
where C is an arbitrary constant and & - ±1 and £ = ±1. The method
of expressing q , q^ ,and r^ in terms of the invariants directly is
obvious.
We can easily remove the arbitrary constant and the' ambiguous
signs. The transformation
y = k?, z =/r,
where
will convert a system whose coefficients are given by (53) with C
equal to any constant and q' either +1 or -l,into the system whose
coefficients are also given by (53) with C = 1, £ ' = 1. Again the
transformation
y = r , z =>? ,

19.
will convert the system whose coefficients are given by (53) with
6 =
-1, into the system whose coefficients are given by the same
equations with 6 = 1
.
We have now proved the following fundamental theorem. If the
invariants (49 ) are given as arbitrary functions of x, but so that
fa and ^ are different from zero , they determine a system of differ-
ential equations of the form (A) uniquely except for transformations
!
of the dependent variables of the form
where & > ft » Y t $> are arbitrary functions of x.
We shall see later that the system id not completely determined
if $j,= or 0, so that the theorem really breaks down in these
cases
.
The invariants (49 ) together with thos e formed from them by
repetitions of the Jacobian process give a functionally complete
system of invariants of system (A). We shall now show this. As we
have just seen, the coefficients of the system can be expressed in
terms of the invariants ®j / - — i /^0 of the system, their
derivatives and certain exponentials. Since the seminvariants (11)
and (14) are functions of the coefficients, they can also be expressed
;
in terms of the invariants ®^— $/Q ^ their derivatives and
certain exponentials. However, by direct substitution we find that
the exponential factors cancel out in the seminvariants, and that the
seminvariants are rational algebraic functions of the invariants and
their derivatives alone. This fact tells us that any invariant can
J
be expressed as a function of - t5/ and of their deriv-
j
atives. If we write out the system of partial differential equations
for the invariants depending on 2> and their first
derivatives, we find that if contains two independent equaticns and

20.
sixteen variables. Hence there are fifteen relative invariants
depending on these quantities. The eight invariants (49) together ar
the Jacobian process give these fifteen invariants.
The same reasoning tells us that there are seven more invariants
I depending on the invariants (49) ard their first and second deriva-
tives. These can be obtained by combining Gfy once more with the
other seven of (49) by means of the Jacobian process. It is evident
j
that we can continue in this way and obtain the invariants depending
j
on the invariants (49) and their derivatives up to any order by re-
] peated applications of the Jacobian process.
with the seven obtained by combining
is a semi-covariant of weight 2. Since vik , t^, Wj^ are cogredient
with u^jj. for transformations of the dependent variables, we must have
the three additional semi-covariants
(55)
Making the transformation
+ J 2 A ^aS-(?y i o
we find
whence
Also we have from (15)

far;
=
The last two equations show that
56) + (J<>+^**)£,
is a semi-covariant . In the same way we can obtain three other semi-
covariants from equations (55).
Let us put
It is easly verified that ^ and ^ are cogredient with y and z respect-
ively for transformations of the dependent variables. Consequently
we have a semi-covariant
(58) P
7
= z/°- y*-.
Again, let us put
Since /* and/' are of the same form in f and as are and ^in y andz,
they are cogredient with p and ^and also with y and z . Consequently
we have the two futher semi-covariants
We need not consider semi-coscariants containing any higher deriv-
atives of y and z than the second. For derivatives of the third and
higher orders can be removed by means ofi the original equations (A).
The system of differential equations for the semi-covariants involving
the arguments Pik,p{k , p£k , qik , qjk , rlk , and y, y ' t jn9 z , z * , z" is the same
as the system for the seminvariants depending on the first twenty-four
quantities w5 th the terms containing the partial derivatives with
respect to the last six quantities added. This new system contains
16 independent equations and 30 variables. Hence there are 15 sem-
invariants and relative semi-covariants depending on the arguments

E
,
E„,F, ,P ,P ,P
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mentioned. Since 9 of thB 15 are seminvariants 6 of them must be
semi-covariants. We can take them to be the 6 independent semi-
covariants
The system of equations for the semi-covariants involving higher
derivatives of Pik, q.ik> rik shows that no new independent semi-covaria
ants can occur.
The absolute covariants must be functions of the seminvariants and
absolute semi-covariants. Hence the system of differential equations
for the covariants will be the same as the system for the invariants
except that terms involving derivatives with respect to the fiive
absolute semi-covariants must be added. Thus we see that there are
five independent absolute, or six independent relative, covariants.
We can verify directly that
(61) E, ,F ,P/
are covariants. From the relations
($y - ^ 1@v ),
ft --
we derive at once the covariant
(62) y<Z&y-+<X®9
%
Finally, by integrating the system of differential equations we ob-
tain the sixth independent relative covariant
(6s) (30T$y-t &v)0°,+ 9 @>'?(7i + 3&>@«<I%^
We have founfl the following independent covariants

c, = <Z. cz -tt , c3 = a*, =
all of which are quadratic . The weight of each is^ indicated bj£ the
subscript .
6. Geometrical interpretation . Ruled surfaces in 5_ dimens ions .
The general theory of differential equations teaches us that the
system (A) possesses two general solutions y and z, i.e., two solu-
tions which are analytic in the vicinity of x = x if the coefficients
are analytic in that vicinity, and which can be made to satisfy also
the conditions that y, z,
y
1
,
z
' ,
y"
,
i" shall assume arbitrarily pre-
scribed values for x = x
c .
Furthermore, we easily see that any six
pairs of solutions (y^z^), (i = 1,2,,,.6), which satisfy the condi*
tion that the determinant
(65) D = D (fa *•*ft **) -
*; z? y, ?/ % *,
I; z; V *; > ^
3
*U 2y y« z-
y:- v * p- *
shall not vanish for x = x
o ,
form a fundamental system of solutions
of (A). By this statement we mean to say that the general solutions
y and z can be expressed in the foem
(66)
where c
/
,c
2
,....c^ are arbitrary constants.
If six poirs of functions (y±fZ±) whose determinant D does not
vanish identically are/given, we can determine a system of differ-
ential equations of the form (A) °f whicn these functions are a
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fundamental system of solutions. It is only necessary to solve for
Pik» flik> rik i-n the twelve equations
+ *? + Spsyi * *f**tt + ^
We find for p^^ the values
D/„ = - S D/frYJ ft xi y< 2i>-
The values of q^ and r^^ are given by similar expressions.
From equations (68) is obtained at once the relation
(69) D - C ^-3/#" + /**)<tx.
where C is a norwanishing rconstanjs.
If the general solutions of system (a) undergo the transformation
where 4,(5,/ J are arbitrary functions of x, then >t and-}' will be
the general solutions of a new system of equations of the same form
as (A). If also we put
(7i) ft = ^ z^ //v -> tc = /, - o,
the six pairs of functions ) will form a fundamental system of
solutions of the new system. The general solutions will be
(7S)
n= f fr
/
From these considerations it is evident that six pairs of solu-
tions which form a fundamental system are transformed cogrediently
with each6ther and with the pair of general solutions.
Let is now assume that (a) has been integrated, so that we have
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(y, 9 YZ >Y3 tY¥ »Ys~»lt )
and ( z
,
>
z
^> z3 » ZV'V> Z^ ) expressed as functions of
x . We can interpret these two sets of quantities as the homoge-
neous coordinates of two points Py and Pz in five- dimensional space.
Then as x varies these two points describe two curves Gy and C z -
which we shall call integral curves. The points on these two curves
can be put into a definite correspondence by regarding those as cor-
resonding points which/belong to the same value of x .
However, this correspondence must not be such that the determinant
D defined by equation (65) is zero. This is equivalent to saying
that it must not be possible to find six functions of x
,
* tj }Xj X 3j
Xfj'Affj \ such that the equations
(73
> fa + *i ft 9
Z-i * * * 6 >
are satisfied. These equations can be written in/1.he form
h'pte -i fti *hft' = - (*« 2<-' 4 ir*i"* ><> *t).
The left member represents a point in the osculating plane"of Cy at
Py while the right member represents a point in the osculating plane
of C
z
at P . If equations (73) hold, these two points coincide for
all values of x. Therefore, the necessary and sufficient condition
that Cy and C
z
may be the integral curves of a system of form (a)
as that the osculating planes to these two curves at corresponding
points shall not in general intersect . This implies further that
the osculating planes at corresponding points must not lie in the
For the definition of an osculating space of n dimensions of C
y
and the proof that the coordinates of n independent points of it are
In)given by yi,y| ,...yi,see V/ilczynski, loc. cit.,p. 54.

same space of four dimensions .
Let us join corresponding points P and Pz by a straight line LyZ .
As x takes on all values, the line Ly Z will generate a ruled surface.
Now the transformation (71) converts Py and Pz into two points P^ and
Py on the line LyZ . Since d>fi,Y, S are arbitrary functions of x,we
can convert the curves Gy and C
z
into any two curves and Cy which
intersect every generator. It is evident that the lines joining cor-
responding points on Cty and C> remain generators of the surface.
Moreover, the most general transformation of the independent variable
simply change? the parametric representation of the curves
y
and G
z .
Thus we have the following theorem.
To every fundamental system of solutions of a system of differen-
tial equations of the form (
A
\ there corresponds a ruled surface in
five -dimensional space . This ruled surface is unchanged by transfor-
mations of the form
j
y^tf^y /3 z j J = yy y }.z, $ = /0i
where a (3 yy ^ and f are arbitrary functions of x
.
However, this integrating ruled surface must not be such that the
osculating planes of C and C at corresponding points intersect. This
means that three consecutive generators of the surface must not lie
ir/the same ppace of four dimensions. It is evident at once that the
surface cannot have two distinct sets of generators. In fact, it is
impossible to construct a straight line intersecting three consecu-
tive generators. A ruled surface in five dimensions for which any
three consecutive generators lie in the same space of four dimensions
we shall call a pseudo - developable . These pseudo- developable^ are
excluded from our theory.
There may be particular values of x which make the determinant
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D equal bo zero. Along the generator determined by such a value ofx
the osculating planes to the two integral curves intersect. We shall
call a generator of this kind a pseudo - torsal generator .
Now we have seen that
For a value of x which gives a pseudo-torsal generator, one or both $
of the quantities /^//tdy, y f^jz^r must be infinite. Therefore,
for such a value of 2 the transformation
which gives a system of form (A J ka with p = p^x = 0, is no]/ ormisst
ble.
A) has been defined by particular fun-
damental system of solutions. But any other fundamental system
(yk ,zk ) is given by the expressions
Therefore, any protective transformation of the original surface is
also an integrating surface of (A).
Suppose now that the integrating surfaces of ttao systems of the
form (a) coincide. Any pair of curves on the surface can be trans-
formed into any other pair by (70), and the independent variables are
expressible in terms of eacb/6ther since to each generator there cor-
responds a value of each variable. A.s the surface has but one set
of generators, it is evident that the two systems of form (a) can be
transformed into each/other.
If we have given any ruled surface in five-dimensional gpace which
is not a pseudo-developable, it is easy to find a system of form (a)
which defines it. It is only necessary to trace upon the surface
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two curves which are not generators and to express the coordinates
(
of their points as functions of a parameter x in sue": a way that
I
points given by the same value of x lie on the same generator. The
•
|
coefficients of the required system are at once given by equations
(68) and the corresponding equations for q-^and
We hane now shown that there belongs to every system of form (a)
j
§. ruled surface in five-dimensional space which is not a pseudo -devel -
|
opable and
,
conversely
,
every such surface may be defined by a system
of form (A{. Therefore, the projective properties of the integrating
ruled surface can be obtained by studying the system (a). Every
invariant equation or system of equations of (a) expresses a ^rojec^-
ive property, of the integrating surface and, cc vers el y, every project"
Ave property of the surfs.ee can be expressed by an invariant equa-
tion, or system of equations.
It has been seen that, if the invariants &3j 1 /a are
given as functions of x, provided that Ck\ and ^ are not equal to
zero, a system of equations of form (A) having these functions for
j
its invariants is determined uniquely except for transformations of
the dependent variables. This fundamental theorem can now be stated
in the following form.
If the invariants @^ ^ _ _ are given as functions of x,
provided that and @ are not equal to zero , they determine a ruled
sur>face ^n five-dimen s ional space uniquely except for protective
transformations
.
7 . Dual is tic interpretation.
Let us consider a ruled' surface S which is defined by a system
of form (a). Just as with surfaces in ordinary space, a line is said
i
-—
-=== —— :
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to "be tangent to S at a point P if it is tangent at P to soir.e curve
on S. We shall mow define the tangent spaces of two, three, and four
dimensions. Through-out this paper any linear ppace of r dimensions
will be called an r- space , and any r-dimensional continuum, which is
not necessarily linear, will be called an r-spread .
The tangent line at Py to an integral curve C together with the
generator through Py determine a 2-space, or plane. Every line tan-
gent to S at P
v
lies in this plane. We shall now show this. The
•j
coordinates of a point P- of any curve C— on S are given by
y j
pA r
a fa + ft 2* , (fi
- t, ZJ - - 6) j
where y^ and are the coordinates of the points on the same gener-
ator of the two integral curves, and g[ and (3 are arbitrary functionr
of x. The tangent line to C— at Py is determined by the points Py
and' P— , where t>=r is the point whose coordinates are
fk
~- dfi + ftz« <- a'¥« + P'*«,
If F- is made to coincide with P , where Py lies on the generator cor-
responding to the/value x = xD , we must have P- for x =x . The line
tangent to Cy at P- = Py is now determined by two points whose co-
ordinates are given by
But the plane defined above contains the points Py ,py ,
P
z ,
and containg
therefore, the line tangent to at P
.
Thus, there is at each
point of S a plane containing all the tangent lines a£ the point. We
shall call it the tangent plane at the point.
The tangent planes at all points of a generator L are evidently
contained in a xfer 5-ppace determined by L and its next cons.ecutive
generator. We shall speak of this 5-spaoe as the tangent 5- space
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along the generator
The osculating plane at P of any curve on the surface through P,
together with the tangent 3-spaoe along the generator through P, de-
termine a 4-space, and this 4-space contains the osculating planes
at P of all the curves through P. This fact can "be proved by an ex-
tension of the method used in proving that the tangent plane at a
point contains all the tangent lines at the point. We shall oall
this 4- space the tangent 4- space at P.
The prinoipi.fi of duality teaches us that, in 5-dimensional space,
to a point correspond §Hg is a 4-space, to a line corresponds a 5-space
and to a plane corresponds again a plane.
We wish to think of our ruled surface not merely as a point locus,
"but as capable of generation by means of lines, planes, 5-spaces, and
4-spaces as well. Moreover, we wish to do this in such a way that
then combined point, line, 3-space, and 4-space locus may be converted
into another one of the same kind by a dualistic transformation. In
or>rioY> to do this let us associate with any point P^of S the tangent
A : T
•x-Bpauc at B. If Py and P
z
are two corresponding points of the
integral curves C vand C„, the tangent 4-space at P., is determined by
/
y ft ii i '
the points Py,Py,Py,Pz ,Pz. Hence, in accordance with Grassmann's
definition, its coordinates u^. are proportional to the minors of z£
in D. Likewise the coordinated vk of the tangent 4-space at Pz are
proportional to the minors fif y£ in D. We shall indicate these facts
by writing
u = ^"y'z'yzl, v = ^"y'z'yzl.
The notation in similar cases will exple in itself.
In order to attain £he self-dual character which we wish ars our
combined point, line, g-space, 4-space locus to have, the/line determin
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ed by y and z must correspond to the 5-space corjnon to u and v, i.e.,
to the 5-space |y'z ! yz|, which is the tangent 5-space of S along LyZ .
Also, the plane determined by y',y,z must corre.-pond to the plane
common to u',u, v. From the definition of u we have
(74) u* = -(y"zw y , y z) - 3p„ u-Sp^v,
so that the tangent plane correspond^ to the plane |y r y z|, i.e.,
to itself. Furthermore, LyZ is the line common to u',v
!
,u, v, and
P is the point common to u" ,u' ,
v
f
,u, v. Thus, we have established
between the elements of the ruled surface a self-dual one-to-one cor-
respondence in which each point of the surface corresponds to its
tangent 4-space, each generator to its tangent 5-space, and each
tangent plane to itself.
It has already been noted that the coordinates u^- and v^ of the
tangent 4-spaces at Py and P
z
respectively are proportional to certain
minors in D. Let us now make the transformation
By some easy calculations it is proved that u^ and v^ are transformed
according to the equations
(76) uA = A*(Y*i ttfa,
(K i ?A 4 - - -<* Y,
where
a direcjg generalization of Chasle s correlation for ordinary /oiled
surfaces
.
By direct calculation/the value of D after the transformation
(75) is found to be
(77) D = A^D.
Consequently, the quantities and Vk , where

(78) Uv= ~* Vv=
are absolutely cogredient with and z^. .
The value of the determinant formed from uk and Vjc in the same
way that B was formed from yk and Zj., is D"
5
and it cannot, therefore,
vanish identically. Hence we can regard and v-^. as a fundamental
system of solutions of a pair of equations of the same form as (A).
These equations are easily found by differentiating uk and vk three
times and making the necessary eliminations.
However, we shall have more occasion to use the similar system
for which Uk and are a fundamental system of solutions. Since we
have from (69) the relation
* D - 0^- 3f$" + /^J^V
,
the new system may be obtained by making the transformation
(79 ) u = U jC2W"+fa>d*
f
v = VjC * t2*^ •
It is found to be
where ujjc, v^k» *ik are the quantities so designated previously. ,TJ£g
shal l speak of the system {Q0) as the ad .joint of (A).
Not only is (80) the adjcbint of (A), but also (A) is the adjoint
of (80). To show this, let us form the quantities Uik ,
V
ik , Tj_v,V/ik

= u22 >
-u 2,
= u,
.2.2 /f
> >
T
„
=-t
>
T/*
= T
„
=
*» >
1
//
= W
-?2
w, = > %? -*»/
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from (80) in the same way that we have formed u^, vik , tj^w^k from (A).
We find
(81)
If we denote the coefficients of (80) by Pi^Qik, Rj.]r,we have
Q tf p, +m„-u^ j Q,^ fa -f zUf*,
(82)
Q
" * * ' 2**
*
From these equations and equations (81) we have
far + t*?(85)
These equations show that P^^, ^ik,rik are ^oriIie<^ from Pik>Qik>^ik
in the same way that P^, Qik> ^ik are formed from Pik* CL^* rik> i.e.
,
the relation between equations (A) and (80) is a reciprocal one.
Equations (82) show that the ad .joint of (a) coincides with (A)

34
,
if and only if
(84) K/.-Ujtt - ~ It*, - /- t^2 ^0 .
Suppose that these conditions are satisfied. Then, since (yir, Zy) is
a fundamental system of solutions for the system (80) as well as the
system (a), it must be possible to express and in terms of y^-
and z-yr by means of equations of the form
(85)
where c^^. are constants. From the definition of and Vk we have
(86) z uc yt>* o, £K = «, i K- z c = 2
-
where the sumation is always from 1 to 6. If the values of Uj and V
A 1
from (85) are substituted in (86), it becomes evident that the system
(A) and its adjoint coincide only if the € itire surface S lies in a
quadratic 4 -spread
.
We shall now show the geometrical significance of the semi-canon-
ical form. In addition to the relations (86) we have from the clef " i
tion fif Uk and Vk
(87)
2i«jr;*o, 2V<*Ue.
2 &-2; = a
,
5 o.
If we multiply equations (67) by and Vk successively and add, we
find by using the relations (86) and (87) that
(88) ' '
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Now we have seen that the system (a) can always be ty* nsf ormefl
into one for which p = . = 0. Let us assume that t hie transfor-
mation has been made. Then equations (86), (87), and (88) give the re-
lations
(89)
^K ^c = K ZK z'c^ e, 5 K' z" ^o, $ z"U <j.
Thus, the integral curve Cy is such that its osculating 3-spac.e at Py
is contained in the fcangent 4-space of the surface ajj/Py. In other
words, the tangent 4-space at a point on C,
r
has four consecutive
points in common with C^. Likewise the tangent 4-space at a point
on C 2 has four consecutive ppints in common with C £ . Because of
their close analogy to asymptotic curves on ordinary ruled surfaces,
we shall call the curves C and C
z ,
when determined so that thd con-
ditions p /;3L = p j2/ = are satisfied, pseudo-asymptotic curves .
The system for which p7 = p2/ = can be converted into another
for which also p f/ = p^ = by the transformation
Such a transformation evidently has no geometrical significance.
Hence, if the system (A) is in its semi-canonical form the integral
curves ofi S are pseudo-asymptotic curves.
The most general transformation leaving the semi-canonical form
invariant is
where J; is an arbitrary function and a, b,c,d are arbitrary con-
stants. Therefore, there fexists upon the rPiled surface S a single
infinity of pseudo -asymptotic curves
. Moreover , the double ratio of
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the/Four points in which any generator intersects four f ixad pseudo -
asymtotic curves ss constant , T^is is an extension to ruled surfaces
in 5-dimensicnal space of Serret's well known theorem for ruled sur-
faces in ordinary space.
If we differentiate equations (67), multiply the result by Uk and
Vk successively and add, we find
(90)
5 K- - 3 ^//// ' p, - k/„ +/>*>f>*i I
.
If the conditions
(91)
^4* - ^/ - ^ - Xz, - 6
are satisfied, we have in addition to (89) the relations
(9£
> ?U*fir- o, 5 k -?1--o.
Therefore, under the conditions (9L) the osculating 4-space at Fv of
C
v
° oj-nc ides with/t he tangent 4- space at P of S. We shall later find
<y
——————
,
—
— j
another interpretation for the conditions (91).
We maj re-interpret the solutions Ujj. and Vk of the adjoint of (A)
as the homogeneous coordinates of a point in 5-dimensional space.
Then the adjoined system determines a second ruled surface dual to the
original surface S.
Let us denote the invariants of the adjoint of (A) by &3 0t/ j etc.
From (81) we find
3 =-®, / ®,~- ®: ,
<3>y = By / & - - &f^
(93) Sj-=-^- , 0,t \
Therefore, (A) and its adjoint can be transformed into each6ther if
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and only if
(94) 3 r- &T = @f = T%,"=
When these conditions are satisfied , there exist? a dualistic trans-
formation which converts the ruled surface into itself generator for
generator. Weehall Bay that the surface S is identically self -dual
.
If the conditions (84) are satisfied there exists a dualistic
transformation which converts each point of the surface into its tan-
gent 4- space and each tangent 4-space into its point of contact, or
as we might say, the surface is identically self-dual point for point
8. The derivat ine surfaces
.
Let us return to the consideration of equations (57). If we sub-
stitute y = yk , z = zk , /k=l, 2, . . .6 ) , in these expressions, we find
(95) <? = fi+ * /«
_ f
, s &j
. *4 - Za + /^'^V + /K* Z",
Evidently (k ,$are the homogeneous coordinates of a point P/> in theA £ < >tangent plane of S at P„, while ^^are the coordinates ofl a point
in the tangent plane of S at P
.
It has been shown that ( and are cogredient with y and z for
transformations of the form
Therefore, when Py and Pz are transformed into two points P— and P^
of the generator Ly Z > P^ and P^ are transformed into two points P^
and of L,^ which lie in the tangent plane of S at Py and Pz respect
ively. Thus, by means of equations (95), there ifl made to correspodt
to each generator Lvz of S a line in the 5-spase tangent to S
along Lyz .
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Let us now assume that (a) has "been reduced to its semi-canonical
form, so that the integral curves are pseudo-asymptotic curves. Then
equations (95) become
ft V* , *~* = z« .
The points and P^-~ not only lie in t#e tangent planes of S at Py
and P
z
respectively but also on the tangent' lines to Cy and C
z
at Py
and P
z
respectively. Thus, there is established between the points
of L___ and L.^a one-to-one correspondence in which the point P 1 of
yz, (
v
Tyo^ corresponding to any point P of ^YZ liesx on the line t tangent
at P to* the pseudo- asymptotic curve through P. As P moves along
LyZ , the line t describes a quadric surface Q in the 3-space tangent
along LyZ . For, £ always intersects the generator Ly Z > the next
consecutive generator, and the line L^^.
Since e transformation
i -
of the independent variable converts/ and into f> and ^ where
the position of Lyo^ on Q is changed. In fact, by giving H the prop-
er value, we can make L^,^ coincide with any generator on Q of the
same kind as "L^ <r^ i
Let us now construct the line L^- corresponding to each generator
of S. We obtain a new ruled surface S
'
, which we shall call the t±
first derivative of the first kind of S with respect to x. when the
independent variable is transformed, S 1 changes unless = for the
transformation, i.e., unless the transformation is linear and integral
of the form
J = ax + b,
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where a and b are constants.
Equations (59) define two quantities and v which are formed
from / and in the same way that - f
p and are formed from y and£
We have, as before
(96) 4- ^//^ <
xo a, pvj xi i u xii ijiio uaugcui pxaiic!^ S » o _
P^, is a point in the tangent plane of S* at P^ . If we substitute
the values of
f°
and <^ into (96), we have
I t is clear that P is oint in the t n ent lane ' at P/o and
(97) '* - /" --cry*
These equations show that P., lies in the tangent 4-space of S at Py
and Py in the tangent 4-space at P
z
. If equations (A) are reduced
to their eerd-canonical form, equations (96) and (97) become
and
At - ft , =
The point P lies in the line tangent to C^, at P^° and this tan-
gent line, in turn lies in the osculating j>lane of C at P . The
point P
y
is similarly located.
Any transformation of the dependent variables transforms // and ^
cogrediently with/ and^ and also cogrodiently with y and z. There-
fore, such a transformation changes P^ and Pjy into tv/o points P^
and P-r of the line L, at the same time that it transformes P/o and
v fry f
P^_ into two points P^ and P^-Of the line ly*^
.
Thus, to each gen-
erator L^>cr-9f §' there correspond*^ a line iy,^ > an<3- w @ have another
ruled surface S/ associated with S'. V/e shall apeak of this new
surface the derivativ e of the second kind of S_ with respect to x.
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It is evident that S,1 chanfees when the independent variable is trans-
formed
.
If we omit the subscripts in (97) and differentiate, we find a
pair of equations from which can be obtained by the elimination of
y
m
, n", z" from the first and of zm , y" ,z M from the second, the
equations
far + -jf**v ^314, '^fyfa+^fa+k^ri^fy
It is easily verified that these equations are unchanged by a trans-
formation of the independent variable. They give the points of in-
tersection of the tangent 3-space along L with the tangent planesyz
of at and P^
.
They also show that the tangent planes of S
at Py and P
z
meet the tangent planes of at and Vp respectively
if and only if the conditions
are satisfied. The left members of equations (98) are formed from
/i and -y in the same way that and y are formed from f> and cr~ . They
may be regarded as defining a new ruled surface Sj^ associated with Sj
.
Then equations (98) Bhow that the tangent planes of S at P and P
y z
contain the corresponding points of if and only if = u = 0.
It has been seen that it is always possible to reduce the system
(A) to another for which u !% - m f - provided that (2)y4 °« In fact,
if we factor the covariant E
y
and denote its factors by >? and X , we
have at once a transformation which converts %k) into the desired farm
The factors are
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Since the most general transformation of the dependent variables which
preserves the conditions u^ = u^ = may be obtained from
the curves C and C z are uniquely determined. Thus, there exists upon
S two curves , obtained by factoring the covariant E , such tha t the
tangent plane at any point of either of them always contains the cor-
responding point of the surface S . Of course these two curves, in
genera^ are parts of the same irreducible curve which intersects each
generator in two points. Equations (99) show that the two parts are
distinct if B¥ 4 °«
It should be noticed here that the factors of the covariant
determine a system of equations for which the conditions t
/jZ
=
^^; ~
are satisfied. These conditions completely determine two curves on S
2.
which are distinct if _ ^ ^ ^
In this paper we shall denote by C
u
the curve determined by the
conditions u^ = u = 0, and by the curve determined by the con-
ditions t = t „ . = 0.
IL 2-1
Suppose that a branch of C coincides with a pseudo-asymptotic
curve. We can take it to be the integral curve C so that we have
u = p =0. Then the first equation of (98) becomes
/ J— f 2-
Hence the tangent pljbane to S at P
y
meets the line tangent to C at
the point on Sj corresponding to P
y .
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The necesoary and sufficient condition that a branch of Cu co-
incide with a pseudo-asymptotic curve is ®/0 - provided that <^4°«
For
,
suppose that system (a) is in the form for which u
/JL
= = 0.
Then we have
Therefore, ^= if and only if p/z _ = or p^, = 0.
If the conditions
are satisfied, the first equation of (98) becomes
Mence the tangent line K to Cy at Py meets the tangent line to at
.
Moreover, under these conditions the quantities q^and r^ also
vanish and the first equation af (A) becomes
As this equation has only three independent solutions, there must be
three linear homogeneous relations between the six solutions ,...y^
In other words, the curve Cy lies in a plane .
Let us assume that the two branches of Cu do not coincide with
each other and also that they do not both coincide with pseudo-
asymptotic curves. Then the necessary and sufficient condition that
a branch of Cu , a branch of C+ and a pseudo-aJmptotic curve coincide
is
For, we can take the integral curves to be the two branches of C
Then we have
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i9/a = 2 ®£ fa,
It is evident that $/6 = 3fC = if and only if p /2 = t /2 _ = or p a/ =^=0.
We shall now show that 13 _is_ not determined by its invariants
ftp (j)
when @ y - or <^ = , i.e. , when a branch of Cu co-
incides with a psetldo -asymptotic curve or when the two "branches of Cu
coincide . Let us first take <^j= 0, ^4 °» We can reduce the system
(A) to one for which p. = p, = u = u = 0. Then we have either
p = or p5/ = 0. We shall take anc^ then q /2 must also vanish.
The non-vanishing fundamental invariants are not sufficient for the
determination of p^ , so that it may be taken as an arbitrary function
of x. The most general transformation of the dependent variables
which leaves all of these conditions unchanged contains only arbitral
constants and cannot, therefore, remove an arbitrary function. More-
over, the arbitrary function cannot be removed by any definite choice,
of the independent variable.
Let us next assume that the two branches of Cu coincide, so that
we have $?v= # We may reduce the system (A) to one for which
u ( = u -u_ = p = p =p . . = 0.
Moreover, we may choose the independent variable so as to make
u + u =0.
// 22
The coefficients of the system when determined by the fundamental
invariants whicM do not vanish under these conditions contain two
arbitrary functions of x. Since the most general transformation
leaving the above conditions invariant contains only arbitrary con-
stants, the two arbitrary functions cannot be removed.
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9 . The differential equations for £*
.
If we substitute for /*
,
f't v' in (98) their values in terms of
(°tC f (T >and Eliminate y'and z' "by means of the equations defining
F and <T~ , we have
(100)
ft*-****"-
where
(101) slW =^^*v-W.
Equations (100) show that the nessary and sufficient condition
that S' be a pseudo-developable is
(102) f = S,,^- = ^-AA-~^>V)r 0.
for, S' is a pseudo-developable if and only if the tangent 4—space at
coincides with the tangent 4-space at If these two 4-spaces
coincide, the point given by the first equation of (100) in which the
tangent 4-space at meets Ly
Z
must coincide with the point given by
the second equation of (100) in which the tangent 4-space at P^- meets
the line LyZ . These points coineide if F = 0. Moreover, if F = 0,
y and z can be eliminated from (100) so as to give an equation of the
form
>x F'.< *j C+ A v <r * >y <r + M °.
This is the condition that S* be a pseudo-developable. The differ-
ential equation which the independent variable making F = must
satisfy is of the second order in . There are, therefore, ^sur-
faces S 1 which are pseiido-developables
.
We shall now proceed to find the differential equations for S*
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under the assumption that F is not equal to zero. Let us denote by
gj_k the quantities formed from the s^s in the same v;ay that the v^s
are formed from the Uj^s, so that we have
(105) t 2
f<*--
s<«+ £, 1
x
vfa>-
If we differentiate R and S and eliminate y',y
,
z', z from the result
ing equations, we find
(104)
where
dob) . % f -= F/>_2, -t ^ n
ij
(106)
Let us put
whence
(107)
Now if we introduce the values of R and S from(lOO), equations (104)
become

(108)
where
(109)
46.
f**+
^J; ^
Equations (108) constitute the system of form (Aj which defines S ! .
We can now determine S",the derivative of the first kind of S !
,
the second derivative of the first kind of S. To find two points on
the generator of S M corresponding to the generator L^^of S f
,
it is
only necessary to form two quantities A and T from equations (108) in
the same way that f° and ^are formed from equations (A). The express
ions for ^ and *t are
We have seen that two points on the generator of corresponding
to are given by the quantities /* and ^ where
Clearly two corresponding generators of S" and S,' intersect if and
only if
(111) >// ~ >nL*z, - 6
,
if
Since F cannot be zero we assume that S is not a pseudo-developable,

—we find on substituting the values of the from (106) that the
condition (ill) is equivalent to the condition
(112)
" 7*> ~ 7*** o.
The most general independent variable for which condition (112) is
fulfilled is obtained by integrating a differential equation of the
third order in y\ • Therefore, there exists ^surfaces S* whose
(derivatives of the first kind have the property that their generators
intersect the corresponding generators of the derivative of the second
kind of S.
Equations (110) also show that S" and S,' coincide if and only if
0. The conditions are equivalent to 0. If these
conditions are satisfied for any pair of curves on S, they are satisi
fied for every pair as long as the independent variable is not trans-
formed.
Furthermore, without changing the independent variable we can
ot
make Pj_k= 0. Then also will Pik = 0, so that the pseudo-asymptic
curves of S and S 1 will correspond to each other. The conditions g:g£
^ik ~® are now eciuival en
"
,:
'
to the conditions r^ = const. In other
words, if the system (a) can be written in the form
b r" -h 3 y' t- 3 fit. 2
' /- A/„ if A A/,± Z = 0„
Ul3) f* 3 faf + 3f** *' + *>*f *
where the coefficients r^k are constants, then the differential equa-
tions of S 1 are also in the semi-canonical form. The system for S'
under these conditions is
/// '
(114)
rJ 3 f" fi * 3 f» ^ -* iJv» ?/V»**0'„)<r*<>,
If the qiks are also constants, systems (113) and (114) are identical,
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and S and S 1 are projective transformations of each other,
10. Significance of the covariants Kg, and .
Let us consider the covariant
(115)
where
If we introduce this value of E into K
?
and substitute for y 1 and z !
their values obtained from equations (57), we have
It is clear that K determines a ruled surface ^ whose generator cor-
responding to Ly Z is the line joining the points and P^> where
(116) „ / /
Since a transformation 1 = ^(x) of the independent variable con-
verts cf and <3 into <a and j3 where
the same z. is left invariant, i.e., it is uniquely determined by S
and does not in any way depend on the independent variable. As the
points o( and /3 are found to be transformed cogrediently with y and z
by a transformation of the dependent variables, there &3 a one-to-one
correspondence between the points of a generator of S and the correX-
jponding generator of
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It is easy to find a construction for the surface 2 under the
assumption that
^ 4 °-
can take the integral curves on S to be
the two branches of Cu so that we have u^ =11^ f ~ 0. By a proper choice
of the independent variable we can make u
f/
-u 22 = 1, and then we have
1. This particular selection of the independent variable deter-
mines a unique derivative surface of the first kind which we shall
call the princial surface £f S£. After these reductions have been
A "~
made, the expressions for qf and f3 become
It is evident from these equations that is the point of inter-
section of the line P^>PZ with the tangent line to Cy at Py, while P^
is the point of intersection of the line P^PV with the tangent line
to C
z
at P
z
. The generator of the surface is thus completely deter
mined.
The covariant
(116)
+ &K =«(2-/<-y^®v+@Uzf~Y J^
also determines a system of ruled surfaces associated with S. Of
course it is necessary to assume that ©vdoes not vanish.
Now can be written in the form
Let us consider the ruled surface T whose generator is the line join-
ing Py and P
^
where
(119)
i if @>«v + @>C<r-.
The quantities / and ^ are cogredient with y and z respectively under
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a transformation of the dependent variables, "but a transformation
£=
-£(x) of the independent variable converts y and h into y and $ where
(120)
As is a point on the line joining Py and Py, and Pj is a point on
the line joining P
z
and P^
,
it is clear that the generator Lyfi merely
moves along two fixed lines and through P and Pz respectively
when the independent variable is transformed.
We have seen that, when the independent variable is so chosen that
(^V= 1, S' becomes the principal derivative surface. In that case Py
coincides with P
^
and P^ with Pp , so that T coincides with . Hence,
L
f
is the line joining Py and the corresponding point of the derivative
of the second kind associated with the principal derivative surface.
The line is determined similarly. Now, let us take two pseudo-
asympt&tic curves for the integral curves on S. The line L
f
and the
points P,, and P all lie in the osculating plane of Cy at Py for any
value of the independent variable. The intersection of ~L
f
and the
line joining and P^
,
which is tha tangent line to C^at P^
,
is the
point Py . Likewise the intersection of and the tangent to C^- at P^
is the point P^ . The line joining P^ and Pj is the generator of T cor-
responding to LyZ .



